This paper is a supplement of [Gl]. In [Gl, § §2 and 3], we have mainly studied Z>-modules Df* generated by a complex power of a regular function, especially a relative invariant of a prehomogeneous vector space. Here we modify the argument so that we can include a more general Z)-modules such as D (f"u), where u is a section of a regular holonomic D-module. The main results are (6.20)-(6.22). In (6.20), we determine the Fourier transform of D(f"u), assuming that / is a relative invariant of a prehomogeneous vector space, and that Du is an integrable connection of rank one satisfying certain additional assumptions. As its corollary, we get (6.21) and (6.22). The latter will be used in a study of character sums associated to prehomogeneous vector spaces over a finite field.
5.1. Notation. Let X be a non-singular irreducible algebraic variety over the complex number field C, 0 = O x the sheaf of regular functions, and Q) = ® x the sheaf of algebraic differential operators. If X is an affine variety, we put C [X] :=r(X 9 Q x ) and D = D x :=r (X 9 & x ) . More generally, for a C[^]-module we denote the corresponding quasi-coherent sheaf on X by the corresponding script letter, and vice versa. For any C-algebra A, we put Q) A Xo -module, we may assume X 0 =V from the beginning. Then the proof goes in the same way as [Ka2, Theorem 2.7] .) Let b(s,Jf") be the monic polynomial of minimal degree satisfying (5.3.1). Put for j = 0,l,2,---} and for 7 =1,2,---}.
The content of (5.4)-(5.6) seems to be standard (cf. [Gi] ) and the proof is omitted. (The detail will be included in the proceeding of the conference on prehomogeneous vector spaces held in Kyoto in April, 1996, which will appear in RIMS Kokyuroku.) 
Remark 5.4.1. In the above theorem, the regularity assumption for Q) v u can not be removed even for (2) or (3). Let B x (s,u) , B x (s,u) or 5 X (^,M) be the (monic) minimal polynomial of for the respective R, which we shall call the b-function. (If we admit thê -function to be zero, we do not need to assume the holonomicity of Ji^ Let B(s,u) be the minimal polynomial of which is also called the b-function. In the remainder of this section, we study a relation among these ^-functions as a preliminary for (6.17). It is easy to see that (5.10.1) B(s,u) is the least common multiple of {B x (s,u) then B xi (s,u) divides B xo (s,u (X&Jt) . Since the problem is local, we may assume X to be affine Put M:=D Xo u', and let u be the image of u' in A X ® A M. Let (x 1 ,"-9 x n ) be a local coordinate system at x, di'=d/dx i9 a^Sl'-df and |a| = I^ for a = (a,,... 5 a n )G(Z> 0 ) w . Let 
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) and b"(s):=B x (s^'). Then b(s) divides U? = _ m b'(s + i)b"(s + i) if
Proof. 
Next consider the case where u" is the image of M, and N' c N. Then P /ŵ e get morphisms Q-+ N' -» N^>N" ->Q, where B is the inclusion mapping, CB = 0 and C is surjective. Moreover, this sequence becomes exact after the localization by t~l. Hence b"(s)N c: tN+(N'[r l~] nN), and consequently
Let w" be the image of w in ^x 0 w", and put B"(s) = B x (s,ff r ) . By the first and the second steps, we can see that, if &,/»0, then 
7).) §6. D-Modules and Prehomogeneous Vector Spaces
The content of this section is a supplement of §1 and §3. The main results are (6.20)-(6.22). To fix notation, first we review the content of § 1 and §3, with some supplement. Next we give an essential part of the proof of (6.20). Since the proof of (6.20) has a large overlap with that of (3.11), we have omitted the part which is essentially the same as (3.11). (geG, veV 
Prehomogeneous
f(gv) = (f)(g)f(v)0 1 = G • v l (resp. O ± = G • v ± ) which is closed in O (resp. O v ). Define morphisms F:Q-> F v and F v :fi v -> F by F.-gradlog/ and F v .-gradlog/ v . Then Fand F v are G-equivariant, F(n) = F(O 0 ) = F(O l ) = O? , and F V (O V ) = F V (O 0 V ) = F" / (O?)=O l .
6.9.
Keep the notation and the assumption of (6.8). We further assume that there is an algebraic group action on X of a connected linear algebraic group G such that g = Lie((j) and that the G-action induces the g-action on X given in (6.8 This remark is useful when we need (2.7.2).
Remark 6.11.6. If (G,p, F) is a regular prehomogeneous vector space, (6.11.2) and (6.11.3) are essentially the same. See [S, Proposition 11]. Let us show that, in general, if we do not assume the regularity for (G,p, F), then the locally constant sheaves L of (6.11.3) can not be obtained as in (6.11.2 Table B ], we can see that (6.11.9) is not satisfied by none of prehomogeneous vector spaces which are listed in the table and satisfy card{irreducible components of (p, V)} > card {irreducible relative in variants} /C x >0.
Hence for these prehomogeneous vector spaces, (6. 1 1.2) and (6. 1 1.3) are essentially different. (On the other hand, it is easy to see that (6.11.2) and (6.11.3) are essentially the same if these two cardinalities coincide.)
Remark 6.11.10. Consider the ^-module ^xw v (/O) as in (6.8) with X=Ol . By the same argument as in (6.11.6), we obtain the relation v e I^jC^ + E^jZ^j-in place of (6.11.9). In other words if this relation does not hold, then 6.12. 6-Functions. In the subsequent paragraphs (6.12)-(6.19) 5 we study the '^-function' of/ s w 0 , taking up and fixing some ^Qu Q as (6.11.1).
Let 2 where @ = @ 0o . In the following lemma, we use the notation of (5.7) together with the provisional notation given here. Remark 6.16.1. In [G3] , we have exclusively studied w 0 as in (6.11.2). However the argument in [G3] is based on the relative invariance of/ a w 0 , and works for general w 0 as in (6.11.1). = ch(£>(/X)) by (6.7.4).
Since / v (gradj is invertible as a microdifferential operator at any point of {0} Proof. By (6.17), it suffices to calculate deg6 lo %y,w 0 ). By [G3, (0.5, (4) (1) DR(/V(/X)) = Let us list some symbols used in [Gl] B(s\ B v (s\ B v (s\ B v 
